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PROGRAMME

4.30 - 5.00 p.m . Coffee : Registration : Welcome

5 .00 - 5 .45 p.m . ADDRESS : Lou Thompson

The teacher of young children's role
in enhancing self-concept .

5.45 - 6.00 p.m . HOW WELL DO I KNOW MYSELF?

Complete self-awareness activity .

6.00 - 7 .30 p .m. MEAL

7 .30 - 8 .00 p .m. PROGRAMMING FOR CLASSROOM CLIMATE

Bronwyn Tester/Val Marshall

8.00 - 8.30 p.m . IDENTIFYING SELF-AWARENESS NEEDS

8 .30 - 9 .00 p.m . PROVIDING SELF-AWARENESS EXPERIENCES/
ACTIVITIES



ENHANCING SELF CONCEPT IN THE CLASSROOM : A FRAME OF REFERENCE

(L . Thompson, February 1987)

THE TEACHER AS A SIGNIFICANT OTHER

CLASSROOM CLIMATE

SHARED EXPERIENCES

T
TEACHER PERCEIVED AS A REAL PERSON

TEACHING PRIORITIES TEACHING REQUIREMENTS

Encouraging children's utilisation
of self

Providing children with
opportunity to free challenge

Encouraging children's enjoyment,
pride in self

Providing children with
opportunities to communicate
self to/with others

Encouraging children's expression/
communication of self

Providing children with self-
awareness experiences/activities

Developing children's awareness of
self

Identifying children's key need
areas
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3 .

SELF CONCEPT : THE TEACHER'S ROLE

SOME BASIC PREMISES A TEACHER NEEDS TO BE AWARE OF

SELF CONCEPT CONSISTS OF THE BELIEFS, HYPOTHESIS
AND ASSUMPTIONS THAT THE INDIVIDUAL HOLDS ABOUT
HIMSELF/HERSELF .

SELF CONCEPT IS INFLUENCED BY THE WAY PEOPLE SEE THE
CHILD, what they expect of him/her and the way they
behave towards him/her .

OVER TIME a child will INTERNALIZE the feedback he/she
receives from 'SIGNIFICANT OTHERS' in his/her life and
will begin to BEHAVE as though he/she is the sort of
person others tell him/her is .

The feedback a child gets from the 'significant others'
in his/her life related to his/her effectiveness in
dealing with the PHYSICAL WORLD will influence his/her
perception of self .

BARBARA CLARK : (1979), p.64

. . . .Children with high self-esteem more often acquire
a sense of independence, exhibit exploratory behaviour,
assert their own rights, develop a strong inner locus of
control and express more self-trust . These traits lead
them to personal happiness and more effective functioning .



4 .

DESIGNING A CLASSROOM PROGRAMME FOR ENHANCING
PUPIL'S SELF CONCEPTS

A : "SIGNIFICANT OTHER' PRIORITIES

In the process of evaluating assumptions they have about
themselves children turn to 'SIGNIFICANT OTHERS' for
feedback regarding these assumptions .

For 6 HOURS A DAY, 5 DAYS A WEEK THE CLASS TEACHER IS THE
MOST POWERFUL, INFLUENTIAL, 'SIGNIFICANT OTHER' CHILDREN
TURN TO .

In designing a classroom programme for enhancing pupil's
self concepts the first consideration for the teacher is
to IDENTIFY PRIORITIES RELATED TO HIS/HER ROLE AS A
SIGNIFICANT OTHER

THUS

A teacher should reflect on the following questions and
identify key aspects to PRIORITIZE during the implementation
of your programme .

HOW IS YOUR OWN SELF CONCEPT?
ARE THERE ASPECTS OF YOUR SELF CONCEPT THAT YOU SHOULD
REFLECT ON during the implementation of this programme?
(See 'Enhancing your own self concept) .
In carrying out their role as a 'significant other' teachers
should be aware that there is a strong positive correlation
between their self concepts and the children's . EVERY TIME A
TEACHER COMMUNICATES VERBALLY OR NON-VERBALLY WITH HIS/HER
CHILDREN HE/SHE COMMUNICATES PART OF SELF .

ARE YOU AWARE OF THOSE ASPECTS OF INNER SELF (STANDARDS-VALUES)
THAT INFLUENCE YOUR PERCEPTIONS OF YOUR CHILDREN?

WHICH CHILDREN DO YOU LIKE MOST - LEAST?
WHY?

	

(See NASH ACTIVITY)

During this programme which communication/interpersonal
relationship competencies - considerations - skills - strategies
will you prioritize?

	

(See Teacher Competencies/Strategies
handout) .



B : CLASSROOM CLIMATE

If children are to make maximum use of the teacher as a
'significant other' then they MUST be presented with a
SUPPORTIVE CLASSROOM CLIMATE .

The key element in a supportive classroom climate is
EMPATHY . The children need to feel accepted as individuals,
need to feel respected, need to feel trusted . In turn they
need to accept, respect and trust their teacher . THIS WILL
ONLY OCCUR IF THE TEACHER IS PERCEIVED AS A REAL PERSON .

During your self concept programme you need to provide a
number of situations which are SHARED EXPERIENCES . Situations
in which you and the children TOGETHER BECOME INVOLVED IN AN
ACTIVITY .

If the children are to perceive you as a REAL PERSON, if
they are to experience EMPATHY in the classroom, if they are
to learn how to keep self intact in a transient society then
the CLASSROOM CLIMATE MUST PROJECT CONSISTENCY .

CHILDREN NEED TO KNOW

MY TEACHER IS A PERSON WHO CONSISTENTLY COMMUNICATES THESE
STANDARDS AND VALUES :

(These standards and values should result from the teacher's
awareness of the INNER SELF) .

C : ACCESSIBILITY

5 .

THUS

If children are to gain maximum benefit from the teacher as
a 'significant other' then they must know that there are access
times in a non-threatening atmosphere' when their needs dictate .

Experience has shown us that KEY ACCESS times for children who
are experiencing SELF DOUBTS are

Before school
Recess times
After school

THUS

During these times EYE CONTACT from the teacher is the crucial
communication, i .e . EYE GAZE which simply says "It's okay . . .
as a person I care about you" .



D : NEED IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES

In implementing a programme for enhancing pupils'
self concepts the teacher needs to determine

*

	

Are there special considerations regarding
current classroom climate?
How do children perceive my classroom?

*

	

Is there a general class category of self
concept need?

6 .

*

	

Which children in my class are significantly
at risk with regard to their self concepts?

(See attachment 'Strategies for Identifying Children's Self
Concept Needs) .

E : CLASSROOM STRATEGIES

In formulating objectives and deciding upon activities
to be used teachers need to be aware

*

	

There is a semi-developmental structure to the
development of children's self concept - viz

SOCIAL SELF
PERFORMANCE SELF
EMOTIONAL SELF
PHYSICAL SELF

In providing activities for the enhancement of children's
self concepts teachers should keep in mind the underlying
priorities, viz

*

	

Encouraging children's utilization of self

*

	

Encouraging children's enjoyment, pride of
self

*

	

Encouraging children's communication/experience
of self

*

	

Developing children's awareness of self

Whichever activity is chosen a key criteria for its inclusion
should be

. . .Will this allow for a SHARED EXPERIENCE?



F : INTEGRATION

SELF CONCEPT SHOULD NOT BE TAUGHT AS A SPECIFIC - SELF
DEFINED SUBJECT . RATHER THE ENHANCEMENT OF PUPILS'
SELF CONCEPT IS ALL ENCOMPASSING AND SHOULD BE AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE TOTAL CLASSROOM PROGRAMME . To
this end teachers need to integrate specific objectives,
strategies into subject areas as needs and pragmatic
considerations dictate .

(See attached handout Classroom Activities) .



it is suggested that there are SEVEN KEY ST-RATEGIES one can consider in
enhancing their self concept .

1

	

Need to regularly take 'time out' for self assessment .

2

	

Need to review and set personal objectives .

3

	

Need to review identity of 'Significant Others' .

4

	

Need to develop strategies for using failure .

5

	

Need to seek out new learning experiences to test out
current self assumptions .

7

	

Need to apply positive self reinforcement strategies .

in carrying out a self assessment you might give some consideration to
the _following suggestions :

:C_EP ?. OLARY

Often on-going written, personal records reveal aspects of self
more spontaneouslty, honestly, directly than any other means .

FIND A PERSONAL SPACE :

C .NG YOUR OWN SELF CONCEPT!

.Need to experience use of top 10'» of potential .

(CARRYING OUT3 SELF ASSESSME

To honestly reflect on self we need a non-threatening, familiar,
comfortable, private location . In this situation there is less
likelihood of interfering variables to disrupt our reflections .

LZAR N TO RELAX :

Practice breathing exercises .
Practice muscle relaxation .
Ensure certain basic needs are satisfied ; (hunger, warmth) .
Have available appropriate assessories :

. . Musical background .

. . Favorite flowers .

. . Favorite painting .

. . Favorite chair .

. . Favorite pet .

Self evaluation will be a less threatening, more enjoyable exercise
if you are at 'peace' with self when undertaking it . Thus :



:a an appropriate setzlag at an appropriate time 7ou might reflect on
quest i ons such as :

?HYSICAi. SzLl :

=!CTIONA.I. SMF :

ATTITUDES/VALUES :

what

What

t.ha t

What

What

Axe there any attitudes, values that I currently

Sow _'it am I?

'shat makes me angry?

Can I control my anger?

"hat do I fear?

What makes me happy?

How do i feel when I'm happy?

like rn ~s�.. � e~

9 .

IS'= kWAR'YESS C::zcc:S^i

How healthy am I? 'What is my blood pressure? What is my weight?

What parts of my body am I proud, comfortable, positive about?

What parts of my body have changed La recent times?

What parts of my body cause me anxiety?

What parts of my body would I like more information about? Heart,
eye-sight, hearing?

What parts of my body would 111ke to change?

How do I behave when I'm angry?

How do these fears affect my behaviour?

How do 1 behave when I'm happy?

Axe there any aspects of my emotional self that I would like to
change?

standards are important to my daily living?

sort of people impress me?

behaviours do such people display?,

are my current religious/political beliefs?

life qualities are important to me?

have that I would



2

3

SELF ?ERFORM_4NCE .

Select 1 or

Over the last few months what has/have been my most significant
achievements?

What did I do well today?

What significant tasks did I complete recently?

Who have I helped recently?

What different, unusual things have

::ave I surprised myself with any recent

what failures have I recently had?

What could I have done better?

consequence of undertaking a Self Evaluation will be the identification
of areas that you would like to :

1

	

Write them down . (Put them into your desk calendar,

Determine suitable criterion for evaluating your attempts to
achieve them .

Provide yourself with a realistic time line in which to accomplish
your objectives .

REVIEW THE IDENTITY OF THE SIGNIFICANT OTHERS IN YOUR LIFE

Often we take for granted, underestimate, or are just simply UNAWARE of
those people in our lives who are "SIGNIFICANT OTHERS" : These are the
people to whom we turn for feedback about ourselves . Thus it is a useful
and sometimes revealing exercise to take time to review this important
aspect of our self concept development .

	

In doing this you might find it
useful to ask yourself the following questions :

IREVIEWLNG AND SETTLNG PERSONAL OBJECTIVES

CHANGE

Lw.PROVE

LNCREAS E

2 such areas and :

I recently done

achievements?

diary .)

At this point of time who would I be able to talk to about
personal matters?

Within my family (immediate family, relations) whose
opinions do I respect?



.,utside of my faai !.y whose opinions would I :aspect
=agardisg :

My physical appearance
4y emotions, 'state of,aind'
wy attitudes, values, standards .

At work whose performance do i respect?

At work whose advice would I most respect?

At work from whom would I most value a comment about my
performance .

In. the world at large which people stand out for me as :

HIGH ACH2.VERS

SUCCESStiL

IDEAL 4ODELS .

[77,73

	

F42LURr :l

Failure is a very personal variable . What is perceived as failure by one
person may act be so perceived by another . FAILURE can be the most
damaging in_Tluence on an individual's sell concept, especially when
failure is generalized from a specific task, activity, to one's
perception of themselves as a person. However, FAILURE can and should be
perceived as a VALUAZLE LZALNING :.XPERIEYCE . Following are a number of
suggestions related to using and coping with FAILURE:

It is important to clearly define the incidence of Failure,
i .e . to be able to objectively state what it is that

You did wrong
You didn't achieve
You failed to accomplish

If you are unable to do this the chances are that you may be
distorting the incident .

In every failing experience there are some aspects that you
have likely to done correctly, satisfactorily . You need to
identify these, write them down .

You need cc attempt to pinpoint the specific behaviours,
actions, processes that you feel that you did incorrectly or
were dissatisfied with .

Having gone through the above processes you should then
write down specific actions that you would do-differently
next time you are faced with this situation .

As soon as possible find the opportunity to attempt the same
failing experience again.

Accept that there are some things you can't do . Balance
this with the things you can do .



One of the most frustrating experiences one can have and a potentially
negative influence on self concept is the long term nursing of doubt'
about sel-` :

To cope with this situation one should :

( ScrX OUT NEW L. ARrNLNG ERP_7'RLF.NCF.S i

I WONDER IF I COULD?

I WONDER IF I AM?

Deliberately seek pup opportunities to test out such assumptions .

The more aovel, challenging the experience the more profitable will
be the learning, the more informative for self will be the resuls .

Remember, .age should be no barrier .

EAVOUR TO USE THE TOP 10% OF YOUR POTENTIALI

One of the most rewarding experiences an individual can have and one of
the most powerful reiaforcers of self concept is the feedback we receive
from having extended ourselves to our limit . The experience from a
situation of "I really didn't think I could do that but I did it!" is
one of the most self-satisfying experiences one can have . Thus :

Occasionally set yourself a challenge that you know will call upon
you using your resources to their limit .

Such an endeavour may be work related or simply a personal growth
experience such as :

Fasting
Giving up Smoking
Tackling a Fun-Run
Saving for a Special Item
Building, Creating Something new .

Aa outcome from such an endeavour is often the discovery of self
qualities, attributes that we were hitherto unaware of .

POSITIVE SELF REINFORCEMENT STRATEGIES 4

A healthy, positive self concept to some extent requires a regular diet
of positive reinforcement . We all need 'pats on the back' for self
assurance, self positivity, a feeling of sense of worth. Undoubtedly the
most potent reinforcement for self is that delivered by the Significant
Others is our lives . However the reality is that Significant Others are
not always available and indeed even when they are available, they are
not always aware of the personal small achievements that are important to
us and would benefit from some kind of positive feed back . Thus :

OFTEN WE NEED TO MAKE AVAIIABLE TO OURSELVES A,RANGE OF POSITIVE SELF
REINFORCERS .



o tas end we need to

=teat=_ ;~ a --umber of realistic, aeaaing4ul rewards ; e .g .

Visiting a favourite restaurant
Visiting a movie
Identifying sma11 purchaseable treasures

3 special vase
special record
special book

2s special trip to the ;zairdresser .

2

	

Set yourself sma11., personal, specific contingency contracts
related to the objectives, challenges you have identified during
your self assessment programme ; e .g .

77 I can improve Sam's =ending per:ormance by 2Z I will buy myself a
bottle of . srench perfume .

it I can go a week without missing my nosing jog I will shout myself out
to a night at the movies .



SELF ASSESSZ:M.TT ACTIVITIES

ACTIVI'^Y ONE

	

Time Budget

The quality of a person's self-concept is directly
related to a-person's knowledge of their TOTAL SELF . A
danger related to TEACHLI" S

	

SELF CONCEPTS is that their
knowledge of self is dominated by and significantly restricted
by their work commitment . Consequently a great deal of their
self is taken for granted and not fully utilized .

Teachers periodically need to 'take time out' to
review their knowledge of self. A convenient model for such
a review is provided by Joffre Dumazedier (19'79) . In this model
your life activities are divided in 5 potentially overlapping
groups as shown in Table 1 .

The first two categories comprise what we normally think
of as WORK. Although this word is not easy to define, it'is
generally .agreed that "work" consists of all those activities
which produce an income, i.e . money or its equivalent.
"WORK OBLIGATIONS" are related activities such as reading of
work related papers, writing letters, driving to work, activities
necessary for work to occur but for which you do not actually
receive money.

"PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS" are those activities necessary to
sustain life, such as eating and sleeping.

	

"NON-WORK OBLIGATIONS"
are activities you take on as part of normal living in social groups
and roles, such as family activities . Finally "LEISURE" consists
of activities which are freely undertaken for the pleasure of
the activities themselves . Any human activity could conceivably
fall into any of these 5 categories depending on a person's
reason or motivation for understanding it.

This activity not only will be useful in increasing your
knowledge of the roles of work and leisure in your current life
but may also provide you with an insight into how you are
currently perceiving yourself . You should complete 5 charts
covering 5 days in a typical week . For now just complete 1 chart.



TABLL I : TZ'S BLCGc

:AY

TL's
OF

DAY

WORK I
WORK OBLIGAT-

j IONS

2HYSIO-
LOGICAL
NEEDS

:ION-WORK
I OBLIGAT-

IONS
I LEISURE

6 a.m . /

7 t

8

10

11

12 ' 'I

I

./

6
i
7

8

10

11

12

1 a.m.`

2

4

I
.



ACTIVITY Two

Instructions : This 'self-quiz' assesses your leisure
attitudes . Mark your agreement or dis-
agreement with each of the items below .

4 .

	

I become unusually impatient
in traffic jams and while
queueing up .

	

AGREE

5 .

	

I really do not need as many
breaks from work as other people
seem to need .

	

AGREE

6 .

	

I enjoy playing games to win.

	

AGREE

7 .

	

I move, speak, eat, and walk
rapidly .

	

AGREE

8 .

	

I'm not as conscious as the
average person of beautiful or
ugly surroundings . Instead, I
focus on the task at hand .

9 .

	

I don't really like sightseeing.
I'm bored with travel unless I
have a concrete purpose for going
somewhere .

	

AGREE

10 . when I'm unable to work I feel
guilty . AGREE

1 .

	

I hate to waste time .

	

AGREE

2 .

	

I normally h#ve more fun at work
than on evenings and weekends .

	

AGREE

3 .

	

I usually bring work with me
on holiday .

	

AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

Items for this questionnaire are original .
They are based on ideas found in the following
reference sources: Friedman and Rosenman (1974)
Didato (cited in Hall & Hall, 1979, p. 185) .

Scoring :

	

The more items you agree with, the more anti-leisure
your attitudes are . A score of 8 or more agreements
suggests that a 'leisure phobia' may be limiting
your chances of achieving optimal health and
psychological development .

[I DISAGREE

`-a DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE 11

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

a DISAGREE

DISAGREE 11



Answer purely in terms of personal like or dislike .

3e you _itie to . . . . .

ACTIVITY THREE : INTROVERT - EXTROVERT QUESTIONNAIRE
(LAWSEQ)

nr. 1:

	

7C~.~
. . .J r
ST

	

l~.

'_ .

	

3e by yourself a great deal .

_ .

	

'_":ink of li_e in ter^s of pleasure .

3 .

	

Are you always calm and collected.

Have a Great ddal of confidence in others .

5 .

	

Wonder what you will do five vears from now .

6 . Stay at home during a social affair.

7 .

	

Work with many =eovle around -rou .

3 .

	

3o -...e same kind of work all the time .

9 .

	

E. cv social gatherings ust to be with people .

10 . Thirk a great deal before decidinc anything .

11 . Accept suggestions rather than work them out yourself

12 . Quiet rather than exciting amusements .

13 . ~_isl_ke having people watch you .

14 . Give um a tiresome task .

13 . Save money rather than spend it .

16 . Seldom analyse your thcuchts or "otives .

_ , .

	

_.dulge in reverie or =:cucht .

_3 .

	

Have ?ecpie warc- vcu do _.-. cs t*--- -- :cu _o very -tie_

..9 . let ,"ourself co when arcr-,r .

=0 . Work .-.otter when. people raise cu .

.aye excite=ent .

=2 .

	

V=d_tate .,::.e_ .̂ and =:i={ =.^cut

	

,oursel= .

23 . 3e

	

leader at scc 4 al a_fa_rs .

'_ . Speak is public .

23 . Co the things that you daydream about .

26 . Re-write social letters.

27 . Get things done quickly rather than be slow and sure .

28 . Think a great deal .

29 . 9e able to express your keenest feelings (joy, sorrow, anger) .

30 . Pay little attention to details.

31 . 3e exceedingly careful in meeting people .

32 . Associate freely with people holding views opposed to yours .



47 .

=sizzles o : cne ..{__ .̂d or

.. '. .

	

Act on suggestion quickly rather than storpp_nc _.. zaink .

Read about thing rather than -- '-o it .

36 .

	

3n;oy a story mcre than the wa:i i_ is -.,r--4tten .

_, .

	

Keep a perscnal diary

33 .

	

'_tees quiet when not in ccmpanv .

39 .

	

Act on the s:sir cf the moment .
,

10 .

	

~iD's-like t_:-nk_..̂gabout yourselyourself.

Always plan out work ce_'ore you beam __.

42 .

	

Change --from one tTPe of work to another freqpuently .

43 .

	

Avoid trouble rather than _`ace it .

44 .

	

Believe that ramouss are i.TUOrtant.

45 .

	

Confide in others .

46 .

	

Oist-rust people -_,cu have just met until you are better
acquainted .

Studv others rather than yourself .

43 .

	

Spend .,cur mcne., all at once rather =pan in small scams .
_9 .

	

Chance your cpi.nions easily -when !he,? are _°°caned .

:: 0 .

	

-Take an active part in conversation zcina or. :round ,cu .

Y :

	

NC:

	

1,

	

3,

	

5,

	

6

	

8,

	

10r

	

I2 r

	

11 2,

	

15 r

	

17

	

6cc,
28, 31, 33, 35, 37, 38, 41, 44, 46 .

The rest is Y:-:S .

FCFUuL'LA

	

2 . + B-50 where A is agreement,

B is blank

i.e . these are the extrovert answers



'

	

The manner in which we communicate with (others)
provides them with information about how we feel
about ourselves and how we feel about them .
(Leach and Raybould, 1977, p.14) .

A person often makes PERSONAL JUDGEMENTS,
interpretations and evaluations of the behaviour
of other people on the basis of his/her own
'constructs' about that person, rather than the
behaviour itself .

. . . . .Individual (people) will be liked, disliked,
tolerated, found irritating, etc., in different
degrees according to the (Principal's) own
interpretative system. (Nash, 1973) .

The following activity, based on Nash's 1973 model, is
designed to provide Veach'et's with an insight into those
variables which are likely to be influencing their judgements
of other people .



ACTIVITY FOUR :

	

TEACHER'S JUDGEMENTS OF OTHER PEOPLE

STEP ONE

Write down the following names

	

(Just Christian names)

(Three work a;sociated people)

1 .

2 .

3 .

(Two friends)

4 .

5 .

(Two community people)

6 .

7 .

(One family member)

S .

STEP TWO :

	

Alongside each namS put an adjective (the first that
comes to mind) e .g . polite, responsible, aggressive,
humorous ; that in your mind describes the person.

NAME

	

ADJECTIVE

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .



Find the opposite of each adjective identified in step two .
Place the positive element of each pair on the left side and
provide a 1 to 5 scale .

.xAbTT-z

Tidy (Positive)

	

1

	

2

	

3

	

4

	

5

POSITIVE

	

.*"IEGAT=

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

ffPCMR

List the names of your STAFF . Give each staff member a score out
of 5 on each of your 8 constructs, i.e. each staff member will
receive 8 separate scores . Total the scores for each staff member:

. :lash (1973) would suggest staff members receiving the lowest scores
would perceive they are significantly liked by you. Staff members
receiving .highest scores would perceive they are not significantly
liked by you. Further, Nash (1973) suggests that adjectives are
an indication of your inner self value system which influence your
perceptions of other people .

0

Untidy (Negative)
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1 .0

	

DEVELOPING POSITIVE SELF CONCEPTS AMONG STUDENTS

1.1

	

TEACHER'S ROLE (GENERAL APPROACH)

The teacher's role should be one that

helps students to find value in their own totality
of being

helps students to take pride in their own creative
expression

encourages students to be contented with their own
physical and emotional experience as well as in their
intellectual accomplishments

1.2

	

Specific Teacher Strategies

In order to enhance student's self-concepts teachers should be able
to

Listen purposefully to the child, listen to the
feelings behind the words .

Find something interesting about each student he
teachers .

Provide appropriate 'feed-back' regarding student
performance .

Praise student personality as well as specific skill
performance .



2 .0

	

FOSTERING HEALTHY C0hASUNICATION

Teachers should be aware that the manner in which they communicate
provides information to others about how they feel about
themselves . Thus the more teachers are aware of themselves the
more they can empathise with their students and the more positively
they will be able to communicate with them .

2 .2

	

Specific Teacher Strategies

In order to foster effective, healthy communication with and
amongst their students, teachers should be able to

23 .

Share his/her own feelings with students .

Communicate trust by giving responsibility .

Structure experiences through which the student can
engage in acceptable risks, try new behaviours,
expand his repertory of skills and knowledge and
thus build confidence it 'self' .

Recognize the power of 'non-verbal' communication .

Encourage and make provisions for the student's
best medium of expression . It may not be verbal .

Teacher's Role (General Approach)

Use 'feedback listening skills' .

Use appropriate non-verbal communication.

Have clarity of expression . Be able to state
problems and objectives clearly.

Be a model for self disclosure in class discussions .

Appreciate the impact of his/her own behaviour on
student communication .

Deal positively with student and 'self' conflict
and anger .

Encourage students to utilize their own strengths
and resources .

Admit errors and mistakes .



Promise only what can be delivered .

Say "No" without guilt or fear.

Acknowledge student failure positively and
objectively .

Assess his/her own ontributions realistically .

Deal purposefully with unpredicted changes .

Set realistic goals for himself and his students .



1 .

	

CLASS CLI14ATE

HOW I FEEL
ABOUT SCHOOL
THIS IS LIKE 14E

Look for patterns

2 5 .

STRATEGIES FOR IDENTIFYING CHILDREN'S
SELF CONCEPT NEEDS

A teacher needs to determine how the children perceive
themselves within the classroom environment being provided .
The following are a number of suggestions that teachers
might consider when undertaking this task :

A .

	

USE OF RESEARCH BRANCH W .A ., SELF ESTEEM MEASURES

It is suggested that teachers should distinguish between those
items that give feedback about children's feelings/perceptions
about

SCHOOL IN GENERAL
PEOPLE ASSOCIATED WITH SCHOOL
PERFORMANCE AT SCHOOL
VALUE - SENSE OF WORTH OF SELF

TEACHER
PEERS

. . . . Is there a collective anomalie, i .e . Do a significant
group of children state that they feel negatively about
their teacher?

. . . . Are there individual anomalies, i .e . Are there individual
children who respond significantly different to a category
area from the rest of the class?

B .

	

USE OF CLASSROOM CLIMATE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES

Valuable information can be provided to class teachers through ,
the use of surveys/evaluations similar to those attached .

2 .

	

INDIVIDUAL PUPIL SELF CONCEPT NEEDS

It is suggested that The Personal Inventory Activity (attached)
is a useful source for this .



3 .

	

OBSERVING PUPIL BEHAVIOUR

2b .

If a teacher identifies a child who consistently displays
any combination of the following behaviours then they should
suspect that the child is experiencing self doubts related
to either

Physical self/emotional self
Performance self
Social self

Does the child arrive significantly early, late to school?

Does the child continually call out, seek attention?

Does the child continually blame others?

Does the child overstate his/her importance, achievements?

Does the child cry frequently?

Does the child show aggression, impatience towards others?

Does the child spend a great deal of time on their own?

Is the child deliberately impolite, brash, crude, when
communicating to others?

Does the child show mood fluctuations?

Is the child's work performance inconsistent?

Does the child display a negative attitude towards specific
learning tasks?

Does the child frequently 'opt out'?

Does the child throw temper tantrums?

Does the child 'cling' to the teacher?

Does the child 'cheat'/lie?

If you determine that a child displays a number of these behaviours
then you should ask yourself :

Is it because

1 .

	

The child has doubts/misconceptions about physical self?
I'm a fatty? I'm ugly?

2 .

	

The child is confused by emotional self . Why do I feel like
that? Why does he/she make me feel unhappy?

3 .

	

The child is pre-occupied with equating success to performance
self

I'm no ggood
I'm useless at that
My mum/dad/teachers/friends think I'm useless

4 .

	

The child has doubts about social self

Nobody likes me
Everyone thinks I'm stupid
Why do I feel so unhappy when I have to play with/talk to them?



IF YOU WERE THE TEACHER :

Materials : (Pencils and paper-optional .)

Procedure : This is a device for getting feedback on the
students' perceptions of the class and getting an insight as to what
students have learned as well . At the end of a unit of study, ask
the students to consider what and how they would teach if they were
to teach this same unit to the next class . This can be handled as a
class discussion, as small group discussions and reports, or as in-
dividual written reports .

Here are some questions for the discussion or report : What
things would you be sure to repeat as they were this time? What

things would you include which were left out this time? What would
you change? What would you leave out? How would you evaluate
whether or not the student learned what you wanted them to? How
would you grade the unit?

Variation : Review Brainstorm : As a review and evaluation
with useful teacher feedback at the end of a unit, the class can
brainstorm all the things that have been learned during the unit :
all the topic covered, all the insights, all the new information or
skills that have been learned . The class can then go on to brain-
storm all the things that they would like to have explored if there
had been time, or all the things which should be included in the
unit the next time the teacher teaches it .



FEEDBACK:

28 .

Materials : Feedback Forms

	

pencils .

Procedure : Each week the teacher distributes Feedback Forms
and sets aside five or ten minutes of class time for students to fill
them out and return them . At the following class meeting the teacher
reports on the feedback, summarizing, pointing out trends and special
opinions, reading a joke if there is one, and stating what things he
or she can and can't do in response to the suggestions made .

NOTES : Taking class time for the students to complete the
Feedback Forms underscores their importance . When little or no time
is allowed, students will respond with skimpy, poorly-thought-out
feedback, which has little value for the teacher . The teacher's re-
port back is also an essential for good feedback, because this gives
the students the realization that the teacher is actually reading and
responding to their comments . After about three weeks, the students
will grow tired of the Feedback Form and variations can be used .

Variations : Letter to the Teacher : Each week the teacher
sets aside five or ten minutes for the students to write private
letters to the teacher . The teacher should make some written answer
to each of the letters and return them to the students at the next
class meeting, or the teacher can summarize as with the Feedback Forms

Feedback Box : This is the classic suggestion box . To be
successful the teacher should open the bcx at regular intervals and
comment on the feedback, reminding students of the box's availability
if there is nothing in it .

Designated Feedback Person : One student is designated as
feedback person . :-fembers of the class bring him or her any comments
they have, and he relays the feedback to the teacher . This job can

r0 t-0 a a~- qn~ on q

	

e

	

Members

	

o "

	

cl a s s ,



1 . How satisfied were you with this week's sessions? (circle one)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very

	

very
dissatisfied

	

satisfied

2 . What was the high point of your week in class?

FEEDBACK FORM

3 . What factors contributed towards your satisfaction?

4 . What could be changed to make these sessions better for you?

5 . What can I do to make these sessions better for you?

6 . What can you do for yourself to make these sessions better for you?

7 . What are some of the special issues, concerns, or questions that
you would like to see raised in class next week?

8 . Free comment/insight/question/suggestion/joke/etc .

NAME (optional)

Please use the back if you need more space for any item.



f'T,ASSROOM ATMOSPHERE PROFILE

Teacher

	

Class

	

Dates

1 . COMMUNITY : Atmosphere of trust, openness, acceptance .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
low

	

high

2 . GOAL SETTING : Goals are clear and understood by students .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
low

	

high

3 . DIRECTION : Atmosphere of working towards goals .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
low

	

high

4 . INITIATIVE : Students are able to take initiative for their learning .

COMMENTS:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
low

	

high

5 . ACTIVITY : A variety of active learning styles is used .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
low

	

high

6 . CREATIVITY : Creativity is recognized and encouraged .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
low

	

high

7 . ENERGY : Atmosphere of joy and vitality .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
low

	

high



ACTIVITY FIVE : GETTING TO KNOW OTHERS SELF CONCEPTS

The Personal Inventorv is a useful means for teachers to
become aware of their children's current self concepts .

1 .

	

Children are asked to provide a series of statements
about self . They can respond to any of or all of the
verb leads provided .

2 .

	

Children are asked to rank order their statements according
to how important they currently perceive them.

3 .

	

Children are then asked to indicate which people might
have influenced their current perceptions of self .

4 .

	

Children indicate statements about self they are proud of .

5 .

	

Finally children are asked to indicate if there are
statements about self they would like to change .

INTERPRETATION

Statement Column

Teachers should look for the balance between positive
and negative statements .

Teachers should look to see if statements are dominated
by one category.

Teachers should take note of categories not included, e.g .
children often find it difficult to make statements about
physical and emotional self.

Priority Column

This will give teachers an indication of childrens self perceptions
that are likely to be influencing their current behaviour.

Influence Column

Information here will give teachers an insight into the 'significant
others' having an influence on the children's current self perceptions.
Teachers should particularly look to see if there is a dominating
'significant other' or a situation where a child is unable to
identify a 'significant other' .



Pride .

Change .

This column will help teachers to identify aspects of children's
self concepts that they can reinforce and encourage to develop
children's feelings of self worth .

This column may indicate to teachers areas of children's self
concepts that they either feel negative or insecure about .



PERSONAL INVENTORY

I AM A PERSON WHO . . . . . . .
CAN

CANNOT

LIKES

OFTEN FEELS

LOOKS LIKE

PRIORITY
Rank order according
to current importance

Has anyone INFLUENCED
your self statements
P (Parent)
Fr (Friend)
B/S (Brother Sister)
T (Teacher)
OP (Other person)

PRIDE
Tick
any
statement
you are
proud of

CHANGE
Tick any
statement
you would
like to
change

1



FOREWORD

In selecting classroom activities for the enhancement of pupil
self-concept, teachers should ensure that they are to be used
within a classroom environment which features positive pupil-
teacher relationships .

	

The teacher must accept the role of a
'key significant other' for the pupils in the class . This role
requires the teacher to

3 4 .

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Regularly , take time out to evaluate his/her own
self-concept .

Ensure that an atmosphere of 'empathy' exists
between teacher and pupils .

Provide numerous 'shared activities' in which the
pupils see the teacher as a 'real person' .

Be consistent in modeling key behaviours .

Be accessible to the pupils . . . to be available
before and after school, during non-teaching times .

Make maximum use of non-verbal communication especially
eye-contact and reflective listening skills .

Prior to selecting classroom activities teachers should identify
specific self-concept needs of the children . This can be done
by using the strategies outlined in Document B (Strategies for
Identifying Children's Self-Concept Needs) .



SUGGESTED OBJECTIVES

35 .

PUPIL SELF-AWARENESS AND COMMUNICATING SELF

The following are a collection of objectives related to self-
awareness and communication of self that I have observed in
classroom programmes .

A : SELF-AWARENESS

	

Pupils will

Become more aware of their physical, emotional and social
self

Become more aware of their own behaviour

Become more aware of their relative strengths and deficits

Become more aware of their health, fitness and anatomy

Become more aware of their moods

Become more aware of their fears and anxieties

Become more aware of how they behave when they are angry,
happy, sad

Become more aware of tasks they can do that make them feel
'good'

Become more aware of their cultural heritage

Become more aware of their family heritage

Become more aware of the 'significant others' in their
lives

Become more realistic about their abilities

Become more aware of the importance to their self concepts
of feedback from significant others

Become more aware of their personal aspirations and ambitions '



B : COMMUNICATING SELF : Pupils Will

Become more articulate about expressing information about
self

Become more aware that others' perceptions of them may
differ from their own self-perceptions

Become more aware of how they communicate their feelings
to others

Become aware that we sometimes read into a message things
that never came from the sender at all

Become aware that the more we can be aware of ourselves the
more we can empathise with others

Better understand that one person's behaviour can affect the
feelings and behaviours of others in the group

Become more aware that some ways of communicating are more
effective than others

Be better able to give instructions when communicating

Gain experience in being acceptable to the group

Become aware of the need for groups to have rules

Become aware of the need to listen appropriately when
communicating

Develop their listening skills

Accept greater responsibility for the effects of their
behaviour

Expand their repertoire of skills in building and enhancing
relationships with their peers



indfolds

is activity is best completed outdoors

Work with a partner for this activity .
Blindfold,your partner, . take his/her
arm and then take your partner for a
walk .

	

Ensure that you look after dour
partner and that he/she doesn't tri,
bump, fall or get spiked by a bush . *
Your partner has to have complete tru :~t
in you .

3 7 .

Do the walk again but this time charge
the roles .

	

The "blind" partner now
becomes the leader .

Consider the following questions :
* How were the messages sent to the

"blind" person?

* Were these messages received clearly
or was there confusion?

* What roles did body posture and body
tension have in sending and receiving
messages?

* Were some messages sent, unintentionally,
by the body?

* Was trust built up between the pairs?
What stopped trust from being built up?
What helped trust to be built up?

* Was there a relationship between skill
in sending messages and trust?

Extension :

	

a) step (a) is repeated but once the
Trust Walk is over the "blind" person
has to retrace the walk .

	

To do this
it 'is necessary for the "blind" person
to be aware, during the Walk, of suph
things as :

b) Change roles and repeat the Walk .

texture of ground -
slope of ground
cool spots
direction of breeze
texture of walls, fences
touch of bushes, trees

TRUST WALK

Materials : B

space : T

Activity : a)

b)

c)



c) Consider the following questions :

*How good are your skills at observing
such things as textures, slopes, cool spots?

*How good is your memory at recalling the
sequence of these observations?

*How can you improve your observation skills
and your memory?

*Sliould you bother to do this?

*Was trust between the pairs more easily
established with the Extension activity
than with the Activity itself? Why? Why not?



THREE'S A CROWD

3 9 .

Group Size :

	

Groups of 3

Activity :

	

a) Decide which two will be the "talkers"
and who will be the one left out, i.e .
"the crowd" .

b) The "talkers" agree on a topic to talk
about . They should choose a topic they
both know something about, e .g . a
film each has seen, an item of news
both are interested in . Once the topic
has been named the "talkers" proceed
to talk about it and deliberately
ignore the one left out .

c) After about two minutes the one left
out should try to answer the following
questions :

*How does being left out of a conversation
feel?

*What do these feelings make you want
to do?

*Are you left out in real life?
How do you feel? What do you do?

*Do you leave others out in real life?
How do you think they feel? What do
they do?

d) Change roles and repeat the activity .

NOTE :

	

The activity can be varied by using groups of
five or six and having one or two left out

	

'
each time .



irs
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Each member of a pair has to think
about something he/she wants to tell
the other member about . It should be
a topic that is important to the member,
e .g . my ambitions, how I get on with
others, why I like softball, a hobby
I have .

At an agreed starting time each of you
begins to talk to the other enthusiastically
about your chosen topic . Pay no attention
to the other member and try to avoid
being interrupted .

After about two minutes consider the
following questions :

* How successful was your "conversation"?

* Why? Why not?

* How could you solve the problem?

* In real life are you ever guilty of
not listening? Is that a bad thing?
What should you do about it?

* In real life are you ever not listened
to?

	

Is that a bad thing?

	

What
should you do about it?

NOBODY LISTENS

Group Size : P

Activity : a)

b)

c)



irs

One of the pair becomes the sender .
The sender either talks or describes
something .

	

The other of the pair is
the echo . The echo has to repeat
every word the sender speaks .

At an agreed time the sender and the
echo begin . Once the echo makes
a mistake the roles are reversed and
the activity is repeated .

Discuss the following questions :

* What skills does a echo need?

* Are these skills easy to develop?
Why?

	

Why not?

* What skills does a sender need?

* Are these skills easy to develop?
Why? Why not?

* How can an echo and a sender develop
these skills?

ECHO

Group Size : P

Activity : a)

b)

c)



CARDS AND FEELINGS

Group Size :

	

Groups of 6 - 8

Materials :

	

Packs of playing cards

Activity :

	

a) Each of you in the group is dealt
7 cards . Each card represents a
feeling so study your cards and
decide what feelings you have . The
cards and the feelings are :

Suit does not matter in this game so
that a 2 of any suit is sorrow, a 3
of any suit is fear, etc .

b) The steps in this card game are as
follows

- Player 1 selects a card from his/her
hand and places it face down on the
table . (Say, a Jack) .

- Player 1 mimes the feeling represented
by that card . (anger)

- Each other player interprets the mime
and if he/she has that card in hand,
the card is played face down on the
table .

- At a signal, all players turn their
cards face up .

- Anyone who has played the correct
card (in this case a Jack) hands
in the card to the dealer . Anyone
who has played the wrong card keeps
that card and receives one extra
card from the dealer .

2 sorrow
3 fear
4 boredom

6
gentle
stubborn

7 love
8 lazy
9 hate

10 shy
Jack anger
Queen happy
King calm
Ace proud
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If no player correctly interpreted the feeling
mimed by Player 1 then Player 1 keeps that card
and receives an extra two cards from the dealer .
If this happens none of the other players receives
an extra card .

It is possible to play two or more cards of the
same value each round .

	

In the above example
a player with two Jacks could have played both
cards . For every wrong card you play you receive
an extra card from the dealer .

F

If Player 1 has two Jacks in hand then both these
can be played when Player 2 mimes anger . If
nobody correctly interpreted the feeling then
Player 1 would receive 4 cards from the dealer,
i .e . two cards for every one played .

Players take it in turns to place a card face
down and to mime the feeling represented by that
card .

The game is finished when one player has no
cards left .

c) Consider the following questions :

* Did you make any mistakes in this game? What?
Why?

* What skills do you need so that you do not make
mistakes?

* Are there skills useful for this game only,
or do they have other uses as well?

NOTE :

	

The Cards and Feelings game can be varied by
changing the list of feelings . An alternative
list of feelings is :

frustrated
cheerful
confident
dreamy
fearful
friendly
happy
kind
respectful
playful
excited
nervous
indifferent (couldn't care less)



BARRIERS

Activity :

	

a) Two volunteers are needed, one to
communicate a friendly message by words
and the other to communicate an unfriendly
message, using non-verbals, i .e . actions
and gestures but not words

b) The first volunteer thinks of something
he/she wants to tell the other . It should
be a message about something that is important,
e .g. my ambitions, how I get on with others,
why I like softball, a hobby I have . The
second volunteer selects from the list of
Barriers the message he/she wants to send .

c) At an agreed time both of you begin to send
your messages . After one or two minutes
this activity stops and the non-verbal
communicator has to leave the room . The
communicator of the verbal message tries
to answer the following questions :

* What non-verbal message did you receive?

* How did this make you feel?

* What did you do then?

* Did this effect the other person?

* Is there anything else you could have done?

* How might this have effected the other
person?

The non-verbal communicator then returns
and tries to answer the following questions :

* What non-verbal message did you send?

* How did this make the other person feel?

* What did he/she do then?

* Did this affect you?

* Is there anything else he/she could
have done?

* How might this have affected you?

d) All of you then consider the following questions :

* Did both agree on the messages that
were sent?

* Did both agree on the effects of these
messages?



Communicate using actions and gestures, but not words or
sounds, one of the following :

1 . I don't think you know what you are
talking about .

21 . It sounds like a lot of lies to me .

3 . How boring?

BARRIERS

4 . I've got other things on my mind .

5 . I don't like you, so I don't want to
listen to you .

6 . I'm smarter than you, so how would you know?

7 . There are a lot of interesting things going
on around me . I don't want to pay attention
to what you're saying .

8 . Can you be quick . I have to meet somebody
very soon .

9 . If I'm caught talking to you my friends will
think I'm strange or something .

10 . You only talk to me when it suits you .



SELF AWARENESS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

BODY TRACING

a)

	

Children work in pairs . One of each pair lies down
on a piece of stiff paper, . The partner traces an
outline of the child's body . The children then cut
out the figures and colour them . The completed
pictures can be put around the room for display .

write a short self description or
these can be attached to their
good idea to get some of the
around you the teacher and have

Children can then
autobiography and
pictures . It's a
children to trace
this portrait added to the wall display .

b)

	

FEELINGS MIME

The teacher talks with the children about how we
often express feelings non-verbally . She asks

"What kind of things do we do to communicate
different feelings?"

The children are asked to take turns miming
feeling words for the rest of t'_ class.

°teacher might provide the 'Feeling :-rord'
stimulate the mime .

c)

	

THE HUMAN TANGLE

The teacher asks for someone in his class to
volunteer to be THE UNTANGLER . This child is
asked to leave the class for a short time . Whilst
he is out of the room the rest of the class joins
hands in a circle . They then, without breaking
hand contact, tangle themselves up by going over,
under, in and out of each other's arms . When the
class is thoroughly entangled- the- ' UNTANGL91t'

	

--
re-enters the room and stands on the 'OBSERVATION

"he



[30X' (<i box placed appropriately in front of the
class .) From this position fie attempts to
untangle the group by verbally instructing different
people as to how they should move .

d)

	

FEELINGS DIARY

Each child is given a small notebook which he
organizes as a Diary . Each page is set out as
follows

TODAY' IS

	

(Here child names day)
TODAY'S DATE IS :

THE WEATHER TODAY IS
THE ONE WORD THAT DESCRIBES
HOW TODAY IS
THIS IS THE SORT OF FACE
I HAVE TODAY

	

(children draw a simple
face reflecting their
feeling e .g .

e) SCULPTORS

The teacher asks his class to divide into pairs . He
then asks each pair to organize themselves so that
one of them becomes the Sculptor and the other is the
piece of marble that he is going to work with . The
sculptor has to mould the 'marble' into a form that.
shows how he is feeling right now . When he's
finished the sculptor asks his 'marble' how he thinks
he the 'sculptor' was feeling . Roles are then
reversed . This activity can also be done with a pair



f)

	

EMOTION MAPPING

g)

	

'FEELING GAMES' WITH FRIENDS

49 .

performing in front of the class and class members

being asked to guess the sculptor's feelings .

The teacher introduces the lesson by talking about
an emotion (e .g . Anger) . He then asks his pupils to
consider the last time that they were really angry
and to write"down words that illustrate how they
feel . The class is then divided into groups of 3
and each group is given a sheet of butcher paper and
a set of coloured felt-tip pens . On the paper the
group draw an outline, full-size, or a person . Each
group member then draw in areas of discomfort and
stress which happen by people being angry . It is to
be a composite picture with group members working
individually, overlapping or extending each other's
work . Colours, cut-out pictures, collage materials,
words are all appropriate . The completed pictures
are hung on the walls and the pupils are encouraged to
look at'each other's work . A general discussion can
follow .

Ask a friend to play with you . Stand and look at
each other . Use FEELING TALK to pretend a time when

*

	

one of you has got the other one into trouble
with your teacher

*

	

one of you has bumped the other whilst he is
writing

*

	

one of you wants to borrow your pencil and the
other says No!



h) PASSIONFRUIT

SELLING MYSELF
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*

	

one of you has just broken the other§ ruler
*

	

one of you dropped the ball and ruined the
game .

*

	

one of you has just found the other's library
book that has been missing all week .

Each child is given a passionfruit and asked to
examine carefully its characteristics . The
children are told that they need to get to know the
passionfruit well enough to be able to identify it
with their eyes closed . After a few minutes pairs
are formed and each partner describes his passion-
fruit to the other . Pairs then join to form groups
of four . Each person then tries to find his or her
own passionfruit . A discussion on the powers of
observation should follow .

The teacher conducts a general class discussion on
advertising,emphasizing the notion that good
advertisements need to be honest but need to high-
light the positive, good aspects of the product . The
children will then look through magazines, newspapers,
etc, searching for advertisements that are selling a
person or people . The teacher might ask the children
to recall and discuss T.V . adverts which are designed
to sell people .

Each child is then asked to create an advert for
himself that is to appear on the front page of the
local newspaper . Their attention should be drawn to

*

	

what specific strengths about yourself do
you want to sell?

*

	

what kind of words best describe -



the way you look
the way you feel
the things you can do

*

	

what colours can be used that really
reflect you .

J .

	

LIFE LINE

The teacher asks his pupils to think back over the
course of their lives, recalling important events
from earliest years until now . Each child is then
given a sheet of butcher paper and crayons and asked
to draw a line representing his or her life, starting
at birth and extending as far into the future as

desired . Each child fills in the important events in

his or her life with pictures and words . The Life
Lines are displayed on the wall and each pupil is
given the opportunity to talk about his or her own
life line .

K .

	

SELF AWARENESS LESSON

Aims of the Lesson :
At the conclusion of this lesson pupils will -
i)

	

be more aware of positive aspects of themselves
ii) be more aware of things in their lives that

make them proud
iii) be more aware of successes they have had

ACTIVITIES
i) SUCCESS SHARING

a)

	

The class will be divided into groups of 5 .
The children will be asked to share with their
group a success, accomplishment or achievement
they can remember they had before they were 5 years
old .



b)

	

The children will then be asked to share
with their group a success, accomplishment or
achievement they can remember they have had
between the ages of S and 10 .

c)

	

Pupils experiencing difficulties will be
prompted with questions such as

Can you remember when you learned to
ride your bike?
Can you remember when you were first
allowed to go to town on your own?
Can you remember when you have had a
success at school?

PERSONAL COAT OF ARMS :

a)

	

Pupils will be given a work sheet with
the following outline of a Coat of Arms .

b)

	

Pupils will be asked to design their own
Coat of Arms by making a drawing in the appropriate
section which reflects their thoughts regarding
questions such as

22



5 3 .

i)

	

what is something you are good at?
ii)

	

what is something you would like to
become better at?

iii)

	

what was one of your happiest moments
this year?

iv)

	

what has been something you have
worked very hard for?

v)

	

what is something you enjoy doing in
your spare time?

Vi)

	

what are your proudest achievements
of in your life?

vii)

	

what is something you are proud of
owning?

viii) what three words would you like to
be said of you? Put these in the
banner at the bottom of the shield .



SELF COMMUNICATION

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES :

A :

	

TO TEACH A SHAPE

Purpose :

1 .

	

To allow pupils to experience the complexity
of communication

2 .

	

To make pupils aware of the importance-of
aural and visual feedback

3 .

	

To increase pupils awareness of the need
to define clearly terms and instructions .

Materials :
Three 2" x 2" cards - containing the following
shapes ;



PROCEDURES :

5 5 .

' .

	

Pupils are divided into groups of three . In each
group one person takes on the role of TEACHER
whilst the others are the pupils .

2 .

	

The TEACHER takes one of the SHAPE CARDS and
instructs the pupils to reproduce on their paper
the shape which he has on his card .
The TEACHER doesn't show the pupils the card .

first shape the TEACHER may see the
pupils are not allowed to

3 .
4 .

	

For the
pupil's
talk to

5 .

	

For the
see the
ask for

6 .

	

For the
pupils work and they are not allowed to
the TEACHER .

CONCLUSION :

work but the
the TEACHER
second shape the TEACHER is not
pupil's work but the pupils are
clarification from the TEACHER .
third shape the TEACHER may not

L .

	

Following each INSTRUCTION ROUND the pupils compare
their work with the Teacher's SHAPE CARD and
discuss their results .

2 .

	

A full class discussion is then held which focuses
on the importance of aural and visual feedback
and the need to define terms and give instructions
clearly .

B :

	

EYE SPY :

	

T.V . COMMUNICATION OBSERVATIONS

Programme

	

SPECIFIC CHARACTER
N .B . You are to observe a specific

pre-determined character .

al lowed
allowed

see the
talk to

to
to



1 .

	

Note any 'secret motives' that you feel this
character has

2 .

	

List any 'killer statements' this character
makes'

3 .

	

To what extent does this character conceal from
others his/her feelings (verbally or non=verbally)?

4 .

	

To what extent does this character share with others
his/her feelings (verbally or non-verbally)?

5 .

	

To what extent does this character seem to threaten
others or to be threatened by them?

6 .

	

What kind of non-verbal communication is shown by
this character?

BODY COMMUNICATION

Pupils are provided with an assortment of magazines
with pictures that can be cut out .

The activity should be preceded by a class dis-
cussion focussed on how we use non-verbal communicat-
ion. Specifically the teacher should draw the
pupil's attention to

i)

	

Gestures are hand and arm movements which
signal a message to the receiver

ii)

	

Body language signals messages less directly
than gestures .

Following the class discussion the teacher asks his
pupils to cut out pictures of body communication to
show the rest of the class

D : REFLECTIONS :

This is an activity designed to give the pupils



57 .

experience in non-verbal communication . The
teacher divides his class into pairs .
is asked to stand face to face . One pupil is to
be the leader the other his/her reflection .

First the activity requires the Reflection to
follow the Leader's movements
has been done the Reflection, non-verbally tries
to take over leadership .

This process is repeated several times so that
the leadership is passed back and forth . Finally
rather than have the Reflection non-verbally
communicate that he is taking away the leadership,
the Leader tries non-verbally to communicate that
he is giving up leadership to the Reflection . The
activity is concluded by a class discussion
focused on the pupils feelings regarding 'taking'
and 'giving' and the use of non-verbal communication .

E :

	

A DIFFERENCL TALK

Each pair

exactly . Once this

The teacher divides his class into pairs and asks
them to sit down opposite to each other . He then
instructs them to

tell the things about you that are different
from your friend
ask your friend to tell you the things that
are different from you
ask your friend to tell you the things he
or she likes about you
tell the things you like about your friend .



F "

5s .

COMMUNICATING WITH SIGNS

The teacher introduces this activity by explainin
to his pupils that many deaf people use sign
language to communicate with . He will show his
pupils a few of the more common signs used . The
class will then be asked to devise their own sign
for key words related to everyday activities, e .g

I am hungry
I am tired
I want to go home
My name is . . . .
I need to qo to the toilet

The children are then divided into pairs and aske
to communicate with each other using the 'signs'
only .

G :

	

CONSTRUCTING A FAMILY TREE

The teacher introduces this activity by explainii
to his pupils what a family tree is . He should
illustrate this by drawing an example,of a famil,
tree on the chalkboard . The children are then
asked to enquire at home that night for data abou
their relatives to enable them to construct thei

own family trees. It is suggested that drawings
a Family Tree Shape can be run off on worksheets

children are asked to translate their data onto

H:

	

COMMUNICATING WITH COLOUR

The teacher divides his class into qroups of thre

Each group is provided with a set of six differe



J " KEEPING ON THE TRACK

The teacher introduces this activity by discussing
with his pupils the importance of keeping on the
track when explaining an event . He then divides ,
his class into groups of six and gives each child

He then gives each group a topic
Each child takes a turn at being an

and each child is given a turn at discussing the
children have their aounterson the floor
them . When a group member fails to
track the Empire should take a counter
If a player should disagree with the

Empire's decision he can defend his counter after
he has completed his discussion .

5 counters .
to discuss .

topic . All
in front of
keep on the
from them .

5 9 .

. . . Take turns in telling each other the
things you like about yourself .

Empire
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coloured textas and a large sheet of butcher paper .
Members of each group are designated as number one,
two and three . The teacher then gives the following
directions ;

I :

	

A WARM TALK

. . .Number One take a colour you like and
show Hello on your paper with it .

. . .Number Two and Three respond to Number
One using a colour of your choice .

. . .Number Two select a colour and show the
other members of your group what kind of day
(weather-wise) it's going to be .

. . .Number Three select a colour and show
the other members of your group how you are
feeling today .

. . .Each one take a turn selecting a colour
to show the others what you are looking
forward to most of all today .

. . .Now take turns selecting a colour to say
goodbye to each other .

The teacher asks his pupils to divide into pairs
and then instructs them to sit facing each other .
He asks them to

. . . Take turns in telling each other the
things you like about each other



TEACHER SELF-AWARENESS CHECKLIST

PHYSICAL SELF

1-6

	

How tall are you?

1-6

	

What is the colour of your eyes?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

How heavy are you?

What is the colour of your hair?

What is your normal blood pressure?

,y

	

What is;your blood type?

What parts of your body cause you anxiety?

What parts of your body are you proud, positive,
comfortable about?

EMOTIONAL SELF

What makes you angry?

How do you behave when you are angry?

What makes you happy?

How do you behave when you are happy?

What do you fear?

ATTITUDINAL SELF

What standards are important in your daily living?

What life qualities are important to you?

Do you have attitudes/values that effect your
perception of others?

Are there attitudes/values that you have that you
would like to change?

PERFORMANCE SELF

0

	

What did you do well today?

Over the last few months what has been your most
significant achievements?

Who have you helped recently?

What do you do that makes you feel good?

What different/unusual things have you recently done?

What failures have you recently had?

What tasks can you do better? ,



High achievers
Successful
Ideal models?

62 .

SELF AND SIGNIFICANT OTHERS

At this point of time who would you be able
to talk to about personal matters?

Within your family (immediate family,
relations) whose opinions do you respect?

Outside your family whose opinions do you
respect regarding

Your physical appearance
Your emotions "state of mind"
Your achievements

At work whose performance do you respect .

At work from whom would you most value a
comment about your work performance?

In the world at large which people stand
out for you as



SIGNIFICANT OTHER PRIORITIES

° Identify myself - Attitudes - values

° Improve my listening skills

Acknowledge pupil failure more
positive and objectively

More readily admit errors and mistakes to
pupils

CLASSROOM PROGRA P:ME PLANNER FOR ENHANCING PUPIL SELF-CONCEPT

CLASSROOM CLIMATE

CLASSROOM STRATEGIES

L . Thompson, Director W.A .C .E.T .

ACCESSIBILITY

Be in classroom 8 .20 each morning (do marking)

Go for a walk 20 mins . Weds/Thurs lunch times

NEED IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES INTEGRATION

SELF AWARENESS SELF & OTHERS SELF AWARENESS SELF & OTHERS Language :° Classroom climate Reading to visually impaired
Bernie the Bikie

"You are the class teacher activity? Pupils will Blind folds Feelings diary . Selling myself

° General categories/class climate ° Be more aware of Feelings diary Maths
their physical/

"This is like me" etc . emotional/self Selling myself
Surveys

Be more aware of Human tangle Art/Music° Individual needs their own
Directed observation behaviour Emotion Mapping Emotion Mapping

I am .) person Be more aware of
their relative Phys Ed ./Recreationstrengths and --
weaknesses hosting visually impaired

Human tangle

Other .
Science : Class garden
visiting Braille Institute .->

SHARED EXPERIENCES CONSISTENCY EMPHASIS

° Bernie the Bikie ° Not interrupting other people °
when they are talking

° Class garden
° Setting work out correctly

° Reading to visually impaired

° Hosting visually impaired guests
°

° Visiting Braille Institute



CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM PROGRAP:ME PLANNER FOR ENHANCING PUPIL SELF-CONCEPT

CLIMATE

NEED IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES

L . Thompson, Director W .A .C .E .T .

SIGNIFICANT OTHER PRIORITIES SHARED EXPERIENCES CONSISTENCY EMPHASIS ACCESSIBILITY

CLASSROOM STRATEGIES

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES INTEGRATION

SELF AWARENESS I SELF & OTHERS I SELF AWARENESS I SELF & OTHERS Language :

Maths

Art/Music

Phys Ed ./Recreation

Other


